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What happens  to fashion after its  lifespan is  one of the indus try's  bigges t is sues . Image credit: Stella McCartney

 
By SARAH JONES

As luxury companies strive to be more sustainable, a key part of their efforts should revolve around consumer
education, according to a report from Fashionbi.

The last stages in a product's lifecycle are often among the most wasteful, since consumers today purchase more
clothing than before and more frequently discard garments. Per Fashionbi's "Sustainability In The Fashion Industry"
report, brands can play a role in shifting consumption patterns through awareness initiatives and a focus on creating
better quality, longer lasting fashion.

"Right now, fashion is the second most polluting industry on the planet, only behind oil," said Yana Bushmeleva,
chief operating officer at Fashionbi, Milan.

"The textile industry emits more greenhouse gas emissions than international shipping and aviation combined," she
said. "And the amount of waste the industry generates, as well as how much water and resources it uses, is
increasing.

"Production of clothing has been increasing rapidly, which has led to a decline in utilization per item, or the number
of times an item is used before it is  discarded. The average person now buys 60 percent more items of clothing
every year and keeps them for about half as long as they did 15 years ago.

"Most of this ends up in landfills , where they sit for 200 years leaving toxic chemicals and dyes to contaminate local
soil and groundwater. This, combined with a very low rate of recycling, has increased the consumption of
resources."

Greener goals

Today, sustainability is a universally acknowledged goal in the luxury business. One of the key areas of focus for
greener production is fashion due to its high impact on the environment.

Recognizing the need for more sustainable approaches, a number of companies have worked to reduce their
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environmental and social impact.

Some have focused on combatting climate change through initiatives such as reducing gas emissions or water use.
Others have looked to be more energy efficient or have switched to renewable energy sources, such as Ferragamo's
use of solar power or Prada's switch to LED lighting.

Packaging has been given a more eco-friendly design, with some brands making their boxes or bags out of 75
percent post consumer recycled materials. For instance, Selfridges uses paper from its coffee cups to make its
shopping bags (see story), while Shiseido uses recycled PET resin for its containers.

Selfridges' iconic yellow shopping tote. Image credit: Selfridges

Brands are looking to be more responsible in the sourcing of raw materials, getting supplies from trusted sources or
using recycled materials such as precious metals. Kering is aiming to be able to trace 100 percent of its  raw
materials by 2025.

Others are finding ways to reuse scraps, as Herms does with its petit h collection (see story).

Along with production comes waste, and many companies are looking to better treat waste and water that are
byproducts of creating fashion.

The store is also getting a green makeover as labels open boutiques built with eco-friendly materials and energy
efficient standards.

A number of fashion brands have launched reforesting efforts. For instance, American Eagle had a promotion that
planted a tree for each garment sold.

Beyond environmental awareness, labels have taken an active role in protecting animal welfare. A number of luxury
brands have ended the use of fur, while T iffany & Co. has sought to combat elephant poaching for ivory (see story).

T iffany & Co hopes to save the elephants in partnership with Conservation International. Image credit: Ami Vitale.

Outside of company actions, governments are also rolling out regulations aimed at making the fashion industry
more transparent and sustainable.

The United States Federal Trade Commission requires that garments have a breakdown of materials used. France
has prohibited the disposal of unsold merchandise and is also rolling out a voluntary product life tag that can give
consumers a better idea of the life expectancy of certain garments.
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Meanwhile, in Peru the cotton and alpaca industries have been working to improve worker safety.

Education and awareness
While corporations and governments are combatting climate change and social issues, consumers will play a
significant role in moving the fashion industry in an eco-friendly direction.

Education is key. Online retailer Net-A-Porter's magazine Porter is dedicating its summer issue to raising awareness
about issues related to the preservation of the world's oceans.

Porter has recruited acclaimed photographer Mario Sorrenti along with cover model Anja Rubik to help helm the
publication's Summer Escape issue, which will draw particular focus to the plastic crisis facing the world's oceans.
The combination of fashion advertising, editorial content and activism towards a sustainable theme is at the core of
Porter's latest edition (see story).

Porter's latest issue is dedicated to the oceans. Image credit: Porter

British department store Harrods is working with streetwear label Vetements to draw attention to the issue of
overproduction.

The Zurich-based brand has taken over four of Harrods' windows for an installation that showcases how much
fashion is wasted. While potentially a counter-intuitive message for a brand and retailer, the project aims to inspire a
more sustainable fashion strategy (see story).

Some are helping consumers avoid dumping more clothing in landfills . Patagonia, for instance, opened pop-ups
that allowed consumers to repair or sell merchandise from the brand.

Stella McCartney similarly teamed up with The RealReal to promote the idea of consignment and buying better
quality fashion (see story).

"The customers need to be educated," Fashionbi's Ms. Bushmeleva said. "Many of us still do not know the
environmental impact of a single produced T -shirt that we buy.

"The paradox is that when the customers will have an understanding of the issue they may decrease the
consumption and the brands are not interested in losing the sales," she said. "So probably the first step for the brands
is to work on the sustainable materials and explain the value of the single item to justify the fair price."
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